Symantec™ Ready Issuance

Take control of the OV SSL Issuance Process

Ready Issuance is a new way to order, issue and manage Symantec™ OV SSL Certificates for multiple web domains. Rather than worry about going through the validation process for multiple domains on a case-by-case basis – a process that results in lost time and administrative headaches – now you can undergo a single Ready Issuance pre-authentication and be ready to issue an unlimited number of Symantec OV SSL certificates for up to 25 top-level domains instantly over the next 39-months.

The Benefits of Ready Issuance

- **Efficiency** – After completing the FREE pre-authentication process you can instantly issue new OV SSL certificates for the next 39 months.
- **Transparency** – Ready Issuance allows you to easily find out the status of authentication on orders and modify them when needed.
- **Simplicity** – Avoid the administrative burdens that come with keeping track of multiple orders and multiple authentications.
- **Versatility** – Get up to ten corporate contacts approved so that SSL implementation doesn’t hinge upon a single employee.

Save Time and Plan for the Future

Symantec™ Ready Issuance is ideal for medium to large enterprise companies that manage SSL security across a number of websites. It can be used with the following Symantec™ Certificates at no additional cost:

- Symantec™ Secure Site
- Symantec™ Secure Site Wildcard
- Symantec™ Secure Site Pro
- Symantec™ Secure Site Pro Wildcard
- Symantec™ Secure Site Multi-Domain Wildcard
- Symantec™ Secure Site Pro Multi-Domain Wildcard
How Symantec™ Ready Issuance Works

Ready Issuance is simple. It takes just four easy steps:

1. **Ready Issuance Pre-Authentication Order Placed** – Simply fill out our application, include your organization info, the names and information for all authorized corporate contacts, as well as the domains you want covered (up to 25 top-level domains). Symantec™ customer validation support will then initiate the authentication process.

2. **Ready Issuance Application Approved** – After Symantec’s customer validation support finishes the pre-authentication process, they will approve the Ready Issuance application order and create official authentication database records for your contacts and domains. This business validation remains valid for 39-months.

3. **Place SSL Orders Normally** – Once you’ve been Ready Issuance authenticated, you simply order Symantec™ OV SSL Certificates – Secure Site, Secure Site Wildcard, Secure Site Pro or Secure Site Pro Wildcard & the Multi-Domain Wildcard counterparts – as you normally would, making sure to mark them as “Ready Issuance” during the enrollment/generation process.

4. **SSL Issues Instantly** – Provided that all order information exactly matches the records in the Symantec authentication database, the SSL Certificates will be issued instantly after your corporate contact approves the certificate via a quick confirmation email.

It’s really as simple as that! All Enterprise users of The SSL Store™ can sign-up for Ready Issuance and keep track of the one-time authentication process through your control panel. Don’t hesitate—this will change the way you order Symantec™ SSL.

Need More?

Symantec™ Ready Issuance is essentially a streamlined version of its Enterprise-level MPKI—just without any up-front costs or long-term agreements. If you’re interested in Ready Issuance, but don’t think 25 sites is enough – or are looking for a program that can scale larger – contact your account manager about a custom solution.

Get more information
Call (727) 565-4251 or email enterprise@theSSLstore.com

www.theSSLstore.com/enterprise